
 

THE CASTLE ADVANTAGE

THE WORKSHOPS

TAKE IT FROM THEM

ACHIEVE HARD RESULTS WITH IMPRESSIVE ROI
“I was able to save roughly 3.5% and about $25k annually.”

 — Transportation, Michigan, 2018

“Ruth’s workshop had a tremendous impact, and I was able 

to turn a 250K sale into a 750K sale.”  

— Manufacturing, Laurens, 2017 

“I have saved over $500,000 in contract spend using this.” 

 — OEM, Detroit, 2017

“In two negotiations, I had a 5%-10% better outcome.”

 — FMCG, San Francisco, 2018

“Got additional saving of $80,000/year.” 

 —Tier Two Manufacturing, Shanghai, 2017

MAKE IT HAPPEN
contact@castlenegotiate.com

+1 202 249 7614 | www.castlenegotiate.com

We are seasoned, professional negotiators, combining our 
extensive experience and the latest negotiation research to 
bring you the best. 

We focus on teaching skills that deliver measurable success 
and deep ROI, getting you more bang for your buck. 

As a boutique firm we always create customized workshops, 
going to great lengths to do pre-workshop interviews in order 
to understand clients’ specific needs and challenges. 

We’re known for our high energy and interactive workshops 
that keep participants engaged and make learning memorable. 

Practical and user-friendly materials, such as Castle’s 
handbook, become the go-to resource for future reference on 
the job.

Participants receive 30 days of free consulting and follow-up 
review webinars to ensure the knowledge (and results) stay 
embedded over the long term.

“Ruth is a deep expert in negotiation strategy”
 — Accenture

“Informative, research-driven, and enjoyable 
training that will actually help in your daily job.” 
     — Express Scripts

20+ YEARS
EXPERIENCE

FUN & ENGAGING
WORKSHOPS

Negotiate Smart

Our flagship 2 day workshop 
turns participants into 
skilfull negotiators quickly, 
bringing revenue, and saving 
deals and relationships. 
Graduates are eligible for 
the advanced workshop, 
Negotiate Smarter. 

Persuasion, Influencing & 
Communications

1 day workshop or three 
part webinar for engineers, 
techies, and introverts to 
learn how to communicate 
confidently when working 
with different stakeholders. 

Cross-Cultural Negotiation 
& Team Building

This tailored webinar helps 
teams work better together 
across borders, helping to 
build rapport across diverse 
cultures and locations.

Modules for Unique Teams 

• Leadership Teams

• Technical Teams

• Culturally Diverse Teams

• Customer Service Teams

• Project Managers

DRIVE EVERY NEGOTIATION WITH CONFIDENCE
Leading Negotiations Training for Fortune 500 Companies

We teach sales, procurement and geek teams how to negotiate and 

persuade. Our participants learn practical tools to consistently get the 

big win, while maintaining a satisfied counterpart.

20+ 
COUNTRIES 

HIGHLY
CUSTOMIZED


